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Continued Fractions
One technique for measuring a fraction of
some length more accurately than a mere
estimated decimal is continued fractions. This method was first
discovered, as far as we know, by the ancient Greeks, who
attached an almost religious significance to the ability to measure
accurately; this is the sort of technique that, for example, the cult
of Pythagoras may have taught only to its most trustworthy
acolytes.

If the only tool I have for measuring is a rope or string with no
marks on it, I can measure something smaller than it by counting

how many times the string wraps around my object. So, for example, suppose that a rope wraps to 14 times
the length of my forearm (that is, I can coil it up 7 times) and there is a little length left that is 3/10 of the
length of my arm, meaning that it really wraps 14.3 times. That means my arm has a length of 1/14.3 ropes.

The key to making this a continued fraction to realize that the "3/10" that I estimated above can be
approximated more accurately with another "folding" of the rope - that extra bit goes about 3 times into the
arm length, with a little bit left over, meaning that I can rewrite the fraction as 1/(14 + 1/(3 + something)),
where the "something" can be approximated by more folding, and thus by another fraction with 1 on top.

Any fraction can be rewritten as a continued fraction by first flipping it to put it on the bottom of a fraction,
then writing the improper fraction thus produced as a proper one, and repeating:

It is also possible, as shown at the top left of this page, to reduce any continued fraction to a regular
fraction. Or, more simply, you can plug it into your calculator to get a decimal out. The goal of learning
about improper fractions is to practice fraction operations, and to stretch your understanding of what a
fraction means, just as we did when we allowed decimal numbers in the numerator of a fraction last week.

. 1 Using the process which we learned in class and which is
shown in the example at the top left of this page, figure out
what fraction of the whole line, below, the marked segment
is. The image to the left, which shows a more condensed
way of doing the example, may help.



. 2 For the continued fraction shown below...

a) Plugging into your calculator, find the value of this continued fraction as a decimal.
Tip: on a scientific (not graphing) calculator, there is a (1/x) or (x-1) button that will find the
reciprocal of the number on the screen. I could use this to evaluate a continued fraction, starting from
the bottom: 2 (1/x) + 1 = (1/x) + 3 ...

b) Show how to reduce that continued fraction to a single fraction, and verify with your calculator
that that fraction is equal to what you found in (a).

. 3 a) Show how to convert 64/29 to a continued fraction.

b) With a calculator, find the decimal form of your continued fraction and of 64/29 to verify that they
match.

. 4 You probably remember an interesting fact regarding square roots and decimals: unlike the decimal
forms of fractions, which either end at some point or repeat a pattern endlessly, the decimal form of
a square root never repeats.

Interestingly, the square root of a number, when written as a continued fraction, does repeat. For
each of the continued fractions shown below, carry out enough of the pattern on your calculator to get
a rough idea of what it's equal to as a decimal, then tell me what number that continued fraction is the
square root of.

a) 

b) 


